REVWTST1.txt

REVIEW SHEET OF UNIX COMMANDS FOR TEST1

at - 6
   at time < commandfile
       or
   at time < enter>
   command1
   command2 <ctrl>d

cal - 1

cat - 1

cd - 5

chmod - 6

cp - 3

cut - 4
   -d - delimeter
   -f - field
   -f1-3 range 1 to 3
   -f1,3-5,7 field1, field 3 thru 5, and field 7
   -c - column
   -c2-5,11-14

date - 1

diff - 3

echo - 1

exit

grep - 3
   -i ignore case
   -n show line numbers

head - 3

kill - 6
   kill -9 pid#

ln - 5

lpr - send files to printer

ls - 1  ls -l

mail - 2
   mail - reads current mail
   mail login - sends mail to login
   mail -f mbox - read messages in the mbox file

header#
   1 - read mail message #1
   r - reply
   r 3 - reply to message #3
   <ctrl>d -> CC prompt
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<CTRL>d - exit
s filename
s 3 filename
? - help
h headers
h 21-32
get of mail
x - saves/keeps all current messages in inbox
q - saves all messages that have been read to the file mbox

man - 1
mesg - 2
mkdir - 5
more OR less
mv - 5
nohup - 6
passwd - begin of class
paste - 4
ps - 6
pwd - 5
rm - 5
rmmdir - 5
sed - 4
sed "s/ /, /" filename > newfile
sleep - 6
sort - 3,4
-t - delimiter
-k sort key field, order of k option = order of the keys
-k1r,1 -k2 sort the names reverse order, ties are sorted by the number in ascending order
tail - 3
talk - 2
uniq - 3
vi -> A,i,<ESC>,h,j,k,l,r,x,ZZ,:wq
wc - 3
wc -1 - lines
wc -w - words
wc -c - chars

who - 2 who -T
write
SPECIAL CHARACTERS
& - run command in background
. - current dir
.. - parent of current dir

; - command separator

> - redirect output (creates file)
>> - redirect appending

< - redirect input
| - pipe

<cr older d - logoff or terminate commands
<del> or <ctrl>-c

* - any char(s)
? - any 1 char
[ ] - list or range for 1 char
\ - remove the special meaning of the char that follows it.

SPECIAL FILES
.profile (makes it hidden until use -a option in ls command)
ls -a

.bash_profile

mbox

nohup.out

SPECIAL NAMES

$HOME - 3

$PATH - 6